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ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY / PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

Anatomy & Physiology

Evidence-Based Physical Examination

By Pamela Minett & Laura Ginesi

By Kate Sustersic Gawlik & Alice M. Teall

An introduction for nursing and healthcare

Best Practices for Health and Well-Being Assessment

An accessible text which covers the essentials of anatomy
and physiology required by a range of health professions.
Anatomy & Physiology is the ideal introduction to the
subject for student nurses, midwives, operating
department practitioners, paramedics, physiotherapists,
occupational therapists, trainee nursing associates, and
other allied health professionals. Written in an engaging
and accessible style, the book helps readers to:
* Learn the language of anatomy and physiology by
explaining new terms clearly in the text and in a
comprehensive glossary,
* Understand the key anatomical structures and
physiological functions,
* Appreciate what happens during disease, with boxes
throughout to highlight the clinical relevance, and more
detailed explanations of chronic conditions such as
diabetes, hypertension, obesity, and cancer,
* Apply this knowledge in healthcare contexts,
* Bonus online material.

The first book to teach physical assessment techniques
based on evidence and clinical relevance. Grounded in an
empirical approach to history-taking and physical
assessment techniques, this text for advanced health care
providers and students focuses on patient well-being and
health promotion. It is based on an analysis of current
evidence and up-to-date guidelines and
recommendations and underscores the evidence,
acceptability, and clinical relevance behind physical
assessment techniques. Evidence-Based Health and WellBeing Assessment offers the unique perspective of
teaching both a holistic and scientific approach to
assessment. Chapters are consistently structured for ease
of use to include anatomy and physiology, key history
questions and considerations, physical examination,
laboratory considerations, imaging considerations,
evidence-based practice recommendations, and
differential diagnoses related to normal and abnormal
findings. Case studies, clinical pearls, and key takeaways
aid retention and countless illustrations, images, and
The following material to accompany the book is provided videos demonstrate advanced history-taking and
assessment techniques. Instructor resources include
free of charge online:
PowerPoint slides, test bank with multiple-choice
* Four additional chapters to help readers extend their
knowledge,
questions, essay questions, and an image bank. This is the
* A variety of self-assessment questions for every chapter. physical assessment text of the future. Key Features:
Delivers the evidence, acceptability, and clinical relevance
The clear, reader-friendly presentation will aid
behind advanced history-taking and assessment
understanding of a subject which is often viewed as
techniques Eschews "traditional" techniques that do not
challenging but is essential throughout a healthcare
demonstrate evidence-based reliability Focuses on the
career.
most current clinical guidelines and recommendations.
AUD RRP: $61.99
Release Date: 29/03/2021
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781908625731
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 265 X 200
Pages: 416

AUD RRP: $180.00
Release Date: 30/05/2020
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780826164537
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 712

ORDER YOUR INSPECTION COPY AT WWW.WOODSLANE.COM.AU OR CALL US ON (02) 8445 2300
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ADVANCED GUIDES

Advanced Health Assessment and Differential Diagnosis

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
Karen M. Myrick & Laima M. Karosas
AUD RRP: $173.00
ISBN13: 9780826162496
The first textbook to specifically target the scope of practice for
Release Date: 29/02/2020
advanced practice nurses and physician assistants. With a focus on
Discount: ACAD &
promoting sound clinical decision-making and a streamlined and highly PROFESSIONAL
accessible approach, this text for advanced practice nurses and
Format: Paperback
physician assistants deliver up-to-date primary care health assessment Pages: 550
techniques for individuals throughout the lifespan. Each chapter offers a Size: 229 X 152
concise overview of anatomy and physiology and an in-depth review of Illustrations: B&W
normal and abnormal findings. The holistic assessment section for each THROUGHOUT
system-emphasizing the importance of social considerations-further
prepares students for informed clinical practice. Chapters feature a
comprehensive assessment of special populations, including patients
with disabilities; Pediatric, pregnant, and elderly patients; and
transgendered and veteran populations, as well as differential diagnosis
guidance in tabular format.

Advanced Pharmacology for Prescribers

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
Brent Q. Luu & Gerald Kayingo
AUD RRP: $154.00
ISBN13: 9780826195463
Delivers the critical information primary care providers need to be
Release Date: 16/11/2021
thoroughly informed prescribers. This unique resource-an evidenceDiscount: TEXT
based pharmacology text and reference for advanced practice students Format: Paperback
and clinicians-guides users in analysing the pharmacological foundations Pages: 848
of drug therapy and fosters the development of sound clinical judgment Size: 229 X 152
in determining the appropriate medication for every patient across the
NEW
lifespan. Targeting the specific needs of APRN and PA students and
clinicians, the text is a "bridge" between standard, lengthy pharmacology
texts and quick pocket references that lack information regarding key
pharmacotherapy principles.

Advanced Physiology and Pathophysiology

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
Nancy C. Tkacs & Linda L. Herrmann
AUD RRP: $147.00
ISBN13: 9780826177070
Specifically designed for future health care providers who will diagnose, Release Date: 18/11/2020
manage, and prescribe. This advanced physiology and pathophysiology Discount: TEXT
text is designed to address the specific learning needs of future nurse
Format: Paperback
practitioners, physician assistants, and other advanced health care
Pages: 840
providers caring for patients across the lifespan. Focusing on practical
Size: 279 X 216
applications of physiology, it facilitates in-depth understanding of
important pathophysiological concepts as they relate to major disorders
commonly seen in clinical practice and includes comprehensive Pediatric
and geriatric considerations. This knowledge is crucial to providing the
foundation required to be an informed and confident clinical decision
maker. The author team includes experienced clinicians and educators:
nurses and nurse practitioners, physician assistants, Doctor of Pharmacy,
physicians, and basic scientists. This collaboration has produced a text
that carefully details and richly illustrates the cellular structure and
function of each organ system and mechanisms of associated major
clinical disorders.

ORDER YOUR INSPECTION COPY AT WWW.WOODSLANE.COM.AU OR CALL US ON (02) 8445 2300
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GERONTOLOGY AND GERIATRICS

Textbook of AdultGerontology
Primary Care
Nursing

Essentials of
Dementia

By Debra J Hain & Debra
Bakerjian

JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

By Shibley Rahman & Robert
Howard

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
NEW

Written for Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse
Practitioners, faculty, and students, this primary text
encompasses the full scope of AGNP primary care practice
across multiple healthcare settings including telehealth. The
text emphasizes the best available evidence to promote
person-centered care, quality improvement of care,
interprofessional collaboration, and reducing healthcare.

To provide high quality dementia care, professionals
need to be both knowledgeable about dementia and
skilled in the provision of care. This book is an
introductory reference guide that will help students,
professionals and practitioners develop their skills and
expertise to better respond to the needs of people with
dementia.

AUD RRP: $191.00
Release Date: 01/05/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

AUD RRP: $44.99
Release Date: 16/03/2018
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780826184139
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 203
Pages: 650

Essentials of Delirium

ISBN-13: 9781785923975
Discount: Text
Size: 229 X 156
Pages: 240

Evidence-Based
Geriatric Nursing
Protocols for
Best Practice 6/e

By Rahman Dr Shibley
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

By Marie Boltz &
Elizabeth A. Capezuti
SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

This introductory reference guide provides in-depth
knowledge and information for students and practitioners
to help better their response to patients with delirium.
Detailing all aspects of delirium care, including ethical
considerations, it is an essential resource in widening
professional understanding and care improvement.

The newest edition of this distinguished reference in
geriatric nursing delivers updated guidelines, new
illustrative case studies, and the latest evidence-based
protocols developed by leading researchers, educators,
and practitioners in each topic area. Evidence-based
geriatric protocols for best practices for in-patient.

AUD RRP: $45.99
Release Date: 08/12/2020
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $180.00
Release Date: 30/05/2020
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781785926730
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 228 X 152
Pages: 240

ISBN-13: 9780826188144
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 840

ORDER YOUR INSPECTION COPY AT WWW.WOODSLANE.COM.AU OR CALL US ON (02) 8445 2300
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GERONTOLOGY AND GERIATRICS

Adult-Gerontology
Practice Guidelines
2/e

Evidence-Based
Practice in Dementia
for Nurses and
Nursing Students

By Jill C. Cash & Cheryl A.
Glass

By Dening Karen Harrison

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

The first book to encompass adult-gerontology practice
guidelines for primary care, this comprehensive resource
is useful as both a clinical reference and as a text for
health care practitioners working with this population.
Concise and up-to-date, the book is distinguished by its
easy-to-read outline format.

This essential textbook on dementia care introduces the
knowledge that nurses need ,including the evidence base
for practice and the guidance to transfer this newly
acquired knowledge into everyday practice. Each of the
25 chapters are written by experts in the field of
dementia care.

AUD RRP: $180.00
Release Date: 30/03/2019
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $54.99
Release Date: 14/08/2019
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780826195180
Discount: Acad & Professional
Pages: 1044

ISBN-13: 9781785924293
Discount: Text
Size: 228 X 151
Pages: 360

Palliative Care, Ageing
and Spirituality:

Understanding
Behaviour in
Dementia that
Challenges 2/e

By MacKinlay Elizabeth

By Ian James & Louisa Jackman

JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

A Guide for Older People,
Carers and Families

This sensitive and compassionate book provides older
people who are nearing the end of life and their loved
ones, as well as the professionals who work with them,
with a greater depth of understanding of spiritual issues
surrounding death and dying.

The innovative Newcastle Challenging Behaviour Model
for dementia care has recently been updated, leading to
new advances in the field. This revised second edition
guide to assessment and treatment of behaviours that
challenge associated with dementia.

AUD RRP: $52.99
Release Date: 15/04/2012
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $56.99
Release Date: 14/10/2017
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781849052900
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 214 X 138
Pages: 144

ISBN-13: 9781785922640
Discount: Text
Size: 150 X 150
Pages: 320

ORDER YOUR INSPECTION COPY AT WWW.WOODSLANE.COM.AU OR CALL US ON (02) 8445 2300
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NURSING EDUCATION

Clinical Teaching
Strategies in Nursing
6/e

Keating's Curriculum
Development and
Evaluation in Nursing
Education

By Marilyn H. Oermann &
Teresa Shellenbarger

By DeBoor Stephanie S.

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

NEW EDITION

NEW EDITION

Now in its sixth edition, this highly acclaimed core text for
nurse educators continues to be the only resource to
address clinical teaching in all settings. Delivering
comprehensive and detailed information on planning,
guiding, and evaluating learning activities for prelicensure
and graduate nursing students.

The fifth edition of Keatings Curriculum Development and
Evaluation in Nursing Education provides comprehensive,
detailed coverage of developing a quality curriculum that
addresses competencies and accreditation standards and,
most importantly, prepares students to become first-rate
professionals.

AUD RRP: $143.00
Release Date: 01/05/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

AUD RRP: $159.00
Release Date: 01/05/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

ISBN-13: 9780826167040
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 320

Quality and Safety
Education for Nurses

ISBN-13: 9780826186850
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 372

Teaching in Nursing
and Role of the
Educator 3/e

By Patricia Kelly & Beth A.
Vottero

By Marilyn H. Oermann &
Jennie C. De Gagne

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

NEW EDITION

This Third Edition of Quality and Safety Education for
Nurses has been thoroughly updated for students in
undergraduate Associate, Baccalaureate, Accelerated and
BSN completion Nursing programs. There is a chapter
focusing on each of the six Quality and Safety Education
for Nurses (QSEN) Competency areas.

This all-inclusive text for Nurse Educators delivers
comprehensive, evidence-based guidance on the essential
components of teaching, including learning theories,
teaching methods, new technologies for teaching,
curriculum development, evaluation and testing, and
accreditation.

AUD RRP: $151.00
Release Date: 01/05/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

AUD RRP: $157.00
Release Date: 23/04/2021
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

ISBN-13: 9780826161444
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 544

ISBN-13: 9780826152626
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 512

ORDER YOUR INSPECTION COPY AT WWW.WOODSLANE.COM.AU OR CALL US ON (02) 8445 2300
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NURSING EDUCATION

Legal and Ethical
Issues in Nursing
Education

Evaluation and
Testing in Nursing
Education 6/e

By Mary Ellen Smith Glasgow
& H. Michael Drecher

By Marilyn H. Oermann &
Kathleen B. Gaberson

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

The only current text to critically examine the vast array
of legal and ethical matters confronting nursing faculty in
classroom and clinical settings. Filled with practical advice
from experts, this text guides the reader through legal
and ethical principles, analyses of relevant case-based
scenarios, and practical recommendations.

Long considered the gold standard for evaluation and
testing in nursing education, the sixth edition of this
classic text provides expert and comprehensive guidance
for educators in the assessment of student learning in a
wide variety of settings, as well as the evaluation of
instructor and program effectiveness.

AUD RRP: $133.00
Release Date: 29/08/2020
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $180.00
Release Date: 29/06/2020
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780826161925
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 420

Innovative Strategies
in Teaching Nursing

ISBN-13: 9780826135742
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 418

Best Practice in
Professional
Supervision 2/e

By Emerson E. Ea & Celeste M.
Alfes

By Liz Beddoe & Allyson Davys

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS

NZ AUTHORS

Delivers evidence-based teaching strategies that
educators can use to engage nursing students and
enhance their learning in a variety of teaching
environments. The book provides a wealth of new
teaching designs faculty can use to inspire and motivate
learners in the classroom, through simulation, online, and
in community or hospital settings.

Fully revised and updated guide to being an excellent
supervisor in the social care, nursing, counselling and
allied health professions. Packed with essential updates
informed by the very latest research in the field, and full
of clinical case examples, this second edition is an
essential guide for all professional and trainee
supervisors.

AUD RRP: $110.00
Release Date: 29/06/2020
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $60.99
Release Date: 26/03/2021
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780826161093
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 360

ISBN-13: 9781785924712
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 288

ORDER YOUR INSPECTION COPY AT WWW.WOODSLANE.COM.AU OR CALL US ON (02) 8445 2300
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MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP

Evidence-Based
Leadership,
Innovation, and
Entrepreneurship in
Nursing and
Healthcare

Leadership:

By Bernadette Mazurek Melnyk
& Tim Raderstorf

SCION PUBLISHING LTD

For Nursing, Health
and Social Care
Students
By Louise Jones & Clare L.
Bennett

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

Authored by world-class innovators and leaders in evidencebased health care practice, this book provides proven
strategies to incorporate innovative and evidence-based
leadership strategies into daily use, to build creative, high
functioning and sustainable organisations.

Leadership is an accessible introductory textbook for
nursing, health and social care students seeking to
develop their leadership skills. The book will help you to
understand the principles of effective leadership and
apply them to your own practice.

AUD RRP: $133.00
Release Date: 29/02/2020
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

AUD RRP: $29.99
Release Date: 10/12/2018
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

ISBN-13: 9780826196187
Discount: Text
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 514

ISBN-13: 9781908625472
Discount: Text
Size: 244 X 172
Pages: 160

Transformational
Leadership in Nursing
3/e

The Growth and
Development of
Nurse Leaders 2/e

By Marion E. Broome & Elaine
Sorensen Marshall

By McBride Angela Barron
SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

Guides nursing graduate students and professionals in the
development of skills required to fulfill emerging leadership
roles in our increasingly complex healthcare system. The
book provides a wealth of critical information, practical
tools, creative vision, and inspiration to help facilitate
leadership in a wide variety of settings.

Written by an acclaimed nurse leader, scholar, and
author, this prizewinning book delivers an inspiring
first-person narrative to help nurses at all career levels
to embrace and hone their leadership potential. The
second edition expands on the original with updated
material and five completely new chapters.

AUD RRP: $147.00
Release Date: 29/04/2020
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $141.00
Release Date: 29/09/2019
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780826135049
Discount: Text
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 348

ISBN-13: 9780826123893
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 100 X 100
Pages: 292

ORDER YOUR INSPECTION COPY AT WWW.WOODSLANE.COM.AU OR CALL US ON (02) 8445 2300
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PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Clinical Skills

Communication Skills

By Richardson Robin

By Norman Kay

SCION PUBLISHING LTD

SCION PUBLISHING LTD

NEW

Using a scenario-based approach, this book relates
the essential clinical skills student nurses need to
know to 'real' people and situations. The book is a
friendly, interactive and visual approach to skills
acquisition.

Communication Skills is an accessible textbook for nursing
and healthcare students seeking to understand the concept of
communication and to develop their communication skills.
Through clear explanations, case studies and activities, the
book will help you to understand the principles.

AUD RRP: $55.99
Release Date: 14/12/2021
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $33.99
Release Date: 15/10/2019
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781908625205
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 265 X 200
Pages: 500

Study Skills:

ISBN-13: 9781908625779
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 244 X 172
Pages: 184

Strengths-Based Nursing
Care

For Nursing, Health
and Social Care

By Gottlieb Laurie

By Marjorie Ghisoni &
Peggy Murphy

SPRINGER PUBLISHING COMPANY

SCION PUBLISHING LTD

Study Skills is an accessible textbook for nursing,
health and social care students seeking to improve
their study skills, develop their resilience, enhance
their employability and cultivate a love of lifelong
learning.

This is the first practical guide for nurses on how to
incorporate the knowledge, skills, and tools of Strength-Based
Nursing Care (SBC) into everyday practice. The text, based on
a model developed by the prestigious McGill University
Nursing Program, signifies a paradigm shift in nursing care.

AUD RRP: $29.99
Release Date: 16/02/2020
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

AUD RRP: $119.00
Release Date: 06/09/2012
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781908625656
Discount: Text
Size: 244 X 172
Pages: 226

ISBN-13: 9780826195869
Discount: Text
Size: 1 X 1
Pages: 400

ORDER YOUR INSPECTION COPY AT WWW.WOODSLANE.COM.AU OR CALL US ON (02) 8445 2300
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PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Motivational
Interviewing 3/e

Motivational
Interviewing in
Health Care

By William R. Miller & Stephen
Rollnick

By Stephen Rollnick & William
R. Miller

GUILFORD PUBLICATIONS

GUILFORD PUBLICATIONS

This bestselling work for professionals and students is the
authoritative presentation of motivational interviewing
(MI), the powerful approach to facilitating change. The
book elucidates the four processes of MI--engaging,
focusing, evoking, and planning--and vividly demonstrates
what they look like in action.

Offers tools to enhance communication with patients
and guide them in making choices to improve their
health, from weight loss, exercise, and smoking cessation
to medication adherence and safer sex practices. This
book features appendices that include MI training
resources and publications.

AUD RRP: $129.00
Release Date: 04/11/2012
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $70.99
Release Date: 09/02/2008
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781609182274
Discount: Text
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 482

ISBN-13: 9781593856120
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 210

EKGs for the Nurse
Practitioner and
Physician Assistant
3/e

Essential Procedures
for Emergency,
Urgent, and Primary
Care Settings

By Knechtel Maureen A.

By Theresa M. Campo & Keith
A. Lafferty

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

NEW

Delivering clear and concise explanations to help students
easily grasp key concepts, this book provides a
comprehensive, no-nonsense approach to EKG
interpretation for nurse practitioner and physician
assistant students, as well as practicing clinicians who
need a quick refresher.

A comprehensive, step-by-step, well-illustrated
introduction to common clinical procedures. This text is a
user-friendly guide to performing 77 clinical procedures,
ranging from those commonly performed to those
infrequently called upon when minutes count in
emergency, urgent, and primary care settings.

AUD RRP: $118.00
Release Date: 28/04/2021
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

AUD RRP: $149.00
Release Date: 21/10/2021
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9780826176721
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 279 X 216
Pages: 360

ISBN-13: 9780826141040
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 702

ORDER YOUR INSPECTION COPY AT WWW.WOODSLANE.COM.AU OR CALL US ON (02) 8445 2300
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PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Emerging
Technologies for
Nurses

Empowerment
Strategies for Nurses
2/e

By Carroll Whende M.

By Margaret McAllister &
Donna Lee Brien

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

Learn and innovate with the latest technologies in
Nursing and Healthcare! The first text of its kind in
nursing, this book provides up-to-date information on
innovative, smart technologies that nurses can use in
clinical and non-clinical settings to keep up with the
changing face of healthcare.

Delivers proven strategies to help nurses overcome
stressors and challenges when - and even before - they
arise. This edition focuses not only on resilience strategies
nurses can implement to help themselves, but also
provides them with tools they can use to strengthen and
motivate patients, and families.

AUD RRP: $90.99
Release Date: 30/05/2020
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $62.99
Release Date: 29/08/2019
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780826146496
Discount: Text
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 262

Translation of
Evidence into Nursing
and Healthcare 3/e

ISBN-13: 9780826167897
Discount: Text
Size: 100 X 100
Pages: 212

Evidence-Based
Practice in Nursing
By Christenbery Thomas Lee

By Kathleen M. White &
Sharon Dudley-Brown

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

Designed as both a text for the DNP curriculum and a
practical resource for seasoned health professionals, this
acclaimed book demonstrates the importance of an
interprofessional approach to translating evidence into
nursing and health care practice.

A fundamental, reader-friendly guide to evidence-based
practice (EBP) for BSN, MSN, and DNP nursing students,
Evidence-Based Practice in Nursing explains the
conceptual underpinnings of EBP and demonstrates how
nurses can put EBP concepts into practice.

AUD RRP: $119.00
Release Date: 29/01/2020
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $112.00
Release Date: 29/01/2018
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780826147363
Discount: Text
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 480

ISBN-13: 9780826127426
Discount: Text
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 356

ORDER YOUR INSPECTION COPY AT WWW.WOODSLANE.COM.AU OR CALL US ON (02) 8445 2300
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NURSING SPECIALTIES

Guidelines for Nurse Practitioners in Gynecologic Settings 12/e

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
Heidi Collins Fantasia & Allyssa L. Harris
AUD RRP: $149.00
ISBN13: 9780826173263
Delivers the latest evidence-based guidelines you need to ensure
Release Date: 29/06/2020
excellence in clinical practice! Now in its Twelfth Edition, this
Discount: ACAD &
authoritative resource continues to represent the gold standard for
PROFESSIONAL
nursing management of common gynaecological conditions for women Format: Paperback
throughout the lifespan. It includes contributions from prominent
Pages: 488
specialists focusing on specific areas of gynaecological health, in
Size: 229 X 152
addition to the vanguard contributions of three new lead authors with Illustrations: B&W
decades of experience in varied healthcare settings. The Twelfth Edition THROUGHOUT
is substantially updated with pivotal topics, current evidence-based
practice guidelines, real-life case studies, and improved patient teaching
materials that foster translation of information to practice.

Outcome Assessment in Advanced Practice Nursing 5/e
Kleinpell Ruth M.
The fifth edition of this award-winning text continues to be the only
advanced practice nursing resource to focus exclusively on outcome
assessment, an integral aspect of quantifying the effectiveness of care,
both clinically and financially. Written by expert practitioners,
educators, and researchers, this text analyses the foundations of
outcome assessment, provides guidelines for selecting assessment
instruments and measuring results, and discusses design and
implementation challenges. It also covers specialty areas of practice
and specialty-specific considerations for outcome evaluation. This
revision provides APRN students, educators, and administrators with the
most up-to-date resources and information on measuring outcomes of
practice.

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
AUD RRP: $133.00
ISBN13: 9780826151254
Release Date: 28/05/2021
Discount: ACAD &
PROFESSIONAL
Format: Paperback
Pages: 312
Size: 254 X 178
Illustrations: B&W
THROUGHOUT

Clinical Simulations for the Advanced Practice Nurse

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
Celeste M Alfes & Elizabeh P. Zimmermann
AUD RRP: $110.00
ISBN13: 9780826140258
Provides high-quality, comprehensive simulation cases for APRNs. This Release Date: 30/05/2020
invaluable resource is the first simulation guide designed specifically to Discount: ACAD &
support the training and evaluation of advanced practice nursing
PROFESSIONAL
students, novice nurse practitioners, and advanced practice nurses
Format: Paperback
transitioning to new fields. This book provides a method and foundation Pages: 600
to transform graduate nursing education to competency-based clinical Size: 229 X 152
evaluation, empowering programs with standardized templates and
interprofessional education options for each case to advance graduate
simulation education and research. This comprehensive guide delivers
more than 50 comprehensive case scenarios, written by experienced
APRNs, faculty, and simulation specialists. Scenarios are arranged by
APRN specialty with applications for students, faculty, standardized
patients, staff development and simulation staff who prepare the
advanced practice nurse and their interprofessional team for clinical
expertise.

ORDER YOUR INSPECTION COPY AT WWW.WOODSLANE.COM.AU OR CALL US ON (02) 8445 2300
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NURSING SPECIALTIES

Foundations of Clinical Nurse Specialist Practice
Janet S. Fulton & Kelly A. Goudreau
Now in its third edition, this highly acclaimed text remains the leading
comprehensive textbook and professional reference for Clinical Nurse
Specialist (CNS) education and practice. Supported by theory, research,
and current literature, the book focuses on CNS roles and scope of
practice; expanding opportunities in primary and homecare settings;
and outcomes of CNS practice throughout the care continuum and
across the three spheres of impact. The third edition is updated to reflect
current trends affecting CNS practice, with several new chapters that
focus on telehealth, home care, and quality improvement. The text
begins with an overview of the evolution, attributes, philosophical
underpinnings, and key outcomes of CNSs in the United States.

Proposal Writing for Clinical Nursing and DNP Projects 2/e
Wanda Bonnel & Katharine Smith
This practical, concise, and accessible guide for graduate students and
advanced clinicians delivers step-by-step guidelines for integrating
research and best evidence to produce concise, well-written project
proposals. Health care professionals in advanced practice are
increasingly being asked to be able to deliver clinical project proposals
using best evidence for advancing quality patient care. With the same
"must know" clinical scholarship tools of the first edition, this revision
provides practical guidelines of common project models for developing
and writing a tight proposal from start to finish while leaving room for
the unique nature of most clinical project topics. The second edition
includes a completely new chapter on quality improvement concepts,
new project proposal abstracts, and new information specific to the DNP
project from the AACN.

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
AUD RRP: $196.00
ISBN13: 9780826195432
Release Date: 29/08/2020
Discount: ACAD &
PROFESSIONAL
Format: Paperback
Pages: 572
Size: 229 X 152

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
AUD RRP: $83.99
ISBN13: 9780826144423
Release Date: 29/09/2017
Discount: TEXT
Format: Paperback
Pages: 220
Size: 229 X 152
Illustrations: B&W
THROUGHOUT

Palliative Care Nursing 5/e

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
Marianne Matzo & Deborah Witt Sherman
AUD RRP: $182.00
ISBN13: 9780826127129
The fifth edition of this seminal reference and text in palliative care
Release Date: 29/08/2018
nursing helps the practitioner and student offer comprehensive,
Discount: TEXT
targeted interventions responsive to the needs of palliative and hospice Format: Hardback
patients and families. Based on the best level of evidence available,
Pages: 308
reference to clinical practice guidelines, and palliative care order sets to Size: 229 X 152
address critical symptoms, the knowledge presented in this edition
supports compassionate, timely, appropriate and cost-effective care to
achieve quality health outcomes for diverse palliative care populations
across the illness trajectory. Noteworthy features of the new edition
include broadening population health management by helping the reader
to identify patterns and connections within and across population and
utilize information to respond to the needs of populations. This strategy
allows the reader to apply strategies that are consistent with IHI's Triple
Aim that includes Improving the patient experience of care.

ORDER YOUR INSPECTION COPY AT WWW.WOODSLANE.COM.AU OR CALL US ON (02) 8445 2300
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PSYCHIATRIC / MENTAL HEALTH NURSING

Advanced Practice
Psychiatric Nursing

Improving the
Mental Health
Consultation

By Kathleen Tusaie & Joyce J.
Fitzpatrick

By Noor Shammy

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

SCION PUBLISHING LTD

NEW EDITION

NEW

Now in its third edition, this revised reference continues to
serve as the only foundational resource for APRNs to
incorporate a focus on integrative interventions with mental
health issues across the lifespan. New chapters on Legal and
Ethical Decision Making and LGBTQ+ Issues: Care of Sexual
and Gender Minority Patients.

This book provides a simple 'short circuit' tool to help
GPs explain mental health problems simply and
effectively to their patients. The tool is straightforward,
easy to convey within the confines of a 10-minute
consultation and extremely effective in helping to break
down the stigma that patients often feel.

AUD RRP: $199.00
Release Date: 01/05/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

AUD RRP: $60.99
Release Date: 01/05/2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780826185334
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 279 X 216
Pages: 812

ISBN-13: 9781911510970
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 244 X 172
Pages: 272

Psychotherapy for the
Advanced Practice
Psychiatric Nurse 3/e

Mental Health

By Wheeler Kathleen

SCION PUBLISHING LTD

By Angelina Chadwick & Neil
Murphy

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

Award-winning and highly lauded, Psychotherapy for the
Advanced Practice Psychiatric Nurse is a how-to
compendium of evidence-based approaches for both new
and experienced advanced practice psychiatric nurses and
students

Mental Health is an accessible introductory textbook
aimed primarily at nursing and health care students
who are not in the mental health field of practice but
are seeking to understand mental health and become
rounded practitioners.

AUD RRP: $196.00
Release Date: 30/03/2021
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

AUD RRP: $35.99
Release Date: 14/12/2021
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

ISBN-13: 9780826193797
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 896

ISBN-13: 9781908625953
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 224 X 172
Pages: 196
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PAEDIATRICS AND NEONATAL NURSING

Pediatric Anesthesia

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
Furstein James S.
AUD RRP: $196.00
ISBN13: 9780826138743
Emphasizing safety, efficacy, and evidence, this is the only text
Release Date: 27/07/2022
representative of the multidisciplinary effort requisite to ensure delivery Discount: ACAD &
of optimal paediatric anaesthesia care. Featuring the expert perspectives PROFESSIONAL
of over 120 professionals across disciplines, this highly anticipated text Format: Paperback
is designed to meet the needs of nurse anaesthesia students and
Pages: 700
certified registered nurse anaesthetists responsible for providing
Size: 279 X 216
anaesthesia for infants and children. Distinguished by its
NEW
multidisciplinary, practical approach, this user-friendly text delivers a
comprehensive survey of all key aspects of the field, including evidencebased techniques and current trends. With brief and consistent chapters
organized by body system, this text offers readers a solid foundation in
paediatric anatomy, physiology, pharmacology, and aesthetic care to
ensure the delivery of best practices in the clinical arena.

Primary Care Pediatrics for the Nurse Practitioner

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
Kyle Theresa
AUD RRP: $212.00
ISBN13: 9780826140944
Distinguished by its reader-friendly, streamlined presentation of
Release Date: 26/11/2021
essential information, this comprehensive text delivers all the core
Discount: ACAD &
content covered in the Pediatric Nurse Practitioner Primary Care
PROFESSIONAL
curriculum. With a focus on practical application of knowledge and the Format: Paperback
development of sound diagnostic reasoning, this text emphasizes health Pages: 900
supervision and promotion, and disease prevention and management
Size: 254 X 203
from the standpoint of the nurse practitioner. Information mirrors the
Illustrations: B&W
Pediatric Nurse Certification Board test blueprint--including an exam
THROUGHOUT
chapter map linking content areas to the exam outline--to ensure
mastery of all components of evidence-based care. Organized in four
NEW
units, each chapter within a unit is structured similarly to ease the
learning process for the reader.

Advanced Pediatric Assessment 3/e
Chiocca Ellen M.
Underscores the unique health needs of children at different ages and
developmental stages. This is the only text/reference book to deliver
the specialized knowledge and skills needed to accurately assess
children during health and illness. Comprehensive and detailed, it
emphasizes the unique anatomic and physiologic differences among
infants, children, and adults. The third edition features updated clinical
practice guidelines, clinical decision-making, formulating differential
diagnoses, and evidence-based practice. It newly addresses toxic stress
and trauma-informed care and child witnesses to violent acts.
Additionally, the book provides several new features facilitating quick
access to key information along with new instructor and student
resources. Using a body system that highlights developmental and
cultural considerations, the text examines the physical and psychosocial
principles of growth and development with a focus on health promotion
and wellness.

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
AUD RRP: $147.00
ISBN13: 9780826150110
Release Date: 30/12/2019
Discount: TEXT
Format: Paperback
Pages: 630
Size: 100 X 100
Illustrations: B&W
THROUGHOUT
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PAEDIATRICS AND NEONATAL NURSING

Comprehensive Neonatal Nursing Care 6/e

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
Carole Kenner & Leslie B. Altimier
AUD RRP: $189.00
ISBN13: 9780826139092
The sixth edition of this acclaimed neonatal nursing text is completely
Release Date: 29/09/2019
updated to encompass the most current research findings and strategies Discount: TEXT
for providing cost-effective and evidence-based care. It continues to
Format: Paperback
address neonatal care from a physiologic and pathophysiologic
Pages: 1100
perspective, with a major emphasis on nursing management at the
Size: 229 X 152
bedside and advanced practice level. It examines each neonatal body
Illustrations: B&W
system and describes evidence-based interventions that assist in
THROUGHOUT
understanding the 'why' behind various clinical presentations. Integrative
management is threaded throughout the text along with extensive
research findings to support practice strategies and rationales for sound
clinical decision-making. Case studies, evidence-based practice boxes,
QSEN competencies, and online resources help to amplify and reinforce
content.

Paediatrics: A Clinical Handbook

SCION PUBLISHING LTD

AUD RRP: $53.99
ISBN13: 9781907904851
Paediatrics: a clinical handbook provides all the essential information
Release Date: 30/05/2019
required for a successful paediatrics rotation. Written by two recently
Discount: ACAD &
qualified junior doctors and a consultant paediatrician, the book offers PROFESSIONAL
an exam-centred, reader-friendly style backed up with concise clinical
Format: Paperback
guidance. Building on the success of the other 'Clinical Handbook' titles Pages: 328
(Rheumatology and Psychiatry), Paediatrics: a clinical handbook provides Size: 234 X 156
reader-friendly coverage of the subject in an attractive full-colour design.
To help the reader get to grips with the subject quickly and easily, the
book features a wide variety of learning aids including mnemonics,
numerous clinical photos, OSCE tips, red flag boxes and rapid diagnosis
boxes. Paediatrics: a clinical handbook is ideal for medical students and
junior doctors; like the other books in the series, it will also appeal to
medics who want a quick refresher of the subject.
Joe Esland & Anouska Lerner

Physical Assessment of the Newborn 6/e

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
Ellen P. Tappero & Mary Ellen Honeyfield
AUD RRP: $133.00
ISBN13: 9780826174437
The newly revised, 25th Anniversary Edition of this definitive publication Release Date: 29/09/2018
on neonatal care continues to illustrate how to gather assessment data Discount: TEXT
and interpret results systematically and accurately. Because even normal Format: Paperback
newborns feature a tremendous range of physical variation, subtle signs Pages: 320
that indicate internal malformations or syndromes may escape notice
Size: 100 X 100
without a proper assessment. Many problems in the neonate can be
Illustrations: B&W
noticed early by an astute nurse, nurse practitioner, or physician with
THROUGHOUT
honed assessment skills, long before electronic monitors or other
equipment can detect them. Physical Assessment of the Newborn, Sixth
Edition addresses the physical, physiologic, neurologic, and behavioral
implications of a thorough assessment, and explains how healthcare
providers can reduce the risks associated with the transition to
extrauterine life and the neonatal period. Grounded with a scientific basis
and rationale, each system assessment represents the most up-to-date
clinical content.
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POPULATION HEALTH

Epidemiology for the
Advanced Practice
Nurse

Rural Nursing
By Winters Charlene A.
SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

By Porche Demetrius
SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

NEW

NEW

Written by nurses for nurses, this graduate-level text
disseminates the core principles of epidemiology within a
population health framework and provides practical
knowledge nurses can use to analyse and improve
healthcare in the community.

Now in its sixth edition, this classic remains the only text
to provide a wide range of essential information for
nurses who work in sparsely populated and vulnerable
geographical areas. The book focuses on rural nursing
concepts, theory, research, education, and public health.

AUD RRP: $118.00
Release Date: 01/05/2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $141.00
Release Date: 01/11/2021
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9780826185136
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 400

ISBN-13: 9780826183637
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 456

Population Health
for Nurses

Population-Based
Nursing 3/e

By Diana R. Mager & Jaclyn
Conelius

By Curley Ann L. Cupp
SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

A practical text is distinguished by its in-depth coverage
of populations, ranging from opioid-addicted veterans to
young children suffering from obesity. Focused on the
educational needs of students in undergraduate and
bridge programs, this book is grounded in evidence-based
practice, in-depth content, and clinical case studies.

Clearly written and user-friendly, this book describes the
role of the APRN in identifying and mitigating health care
disparities at the local, national, and global levels and
provides guidance on how to conduct community
assessments. Updated throughout, the third edition also
includes two new chapters and new case studies.

AUD RRP: $118.00
Release Date: 29/02/2020
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $149.00
Release Date: 30/12/2019
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780826148117
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 304

ISBN-13: 9780826136732
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 352
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NURSING POLICY

Health Policy and
Advanced Practice
Nursing

Nurses Making Policy
By Patton Rebecca M.
SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

By Goudreau Kelly A.
SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

NEW EDITION

NEW EDITION

The only policy text written specifically for APRN
students, this preeminent resource delivers a sweeping
examination of policy impact on the full implementation
of the APRN role across all environments, including its
effectiveness on specific patient populations.

This pragmatic text helps nurses acquire an in-depth
understanding of the intricacies of policy development
and the opportunities to shape policy across the larger
healthcare landscape and within their communities. It
illuminates the steps, strategies, and competencies.

AUD RRP: $183.00
Release Date: 01/05/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

AUD RRP: $173.00
Release Date: 01/05/2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780826154637
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 664

Health Equity and
Nursing

ISBN-13: 9780826166456
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 592

Health Care Finance,
Economics, and Policy
for Nurses

By Margaret P. Moss & Janice
M. Phillips

By Rambur Betty

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

Focuses on the power of nursing to make contributions to
improving the health of all populations. Along with
principles, pathways, and imperatives pertinent to
achieving health equity, the text discusses the evolution
of thinking from eliminating health disparities to
achieving health equity and examines inequities in health
status and outcomes.

A succinct, engaging text for graduate and undergraduate
nursing programs that distils the complexities of health
care finance, economics, and policy into a highly
accessible resource that can be applied to any practice
setting. It presents economic and financial dynamics in
healthcare as a precursor to policy and advocacy in
nurses.

AUD RRP: $126.00
Release Date: 30/05/2020
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $102.00
Release Date: 02/08/2021
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9780826195067
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 328

ISBN-13: 9780826152534
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 272
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RESEARCH METHODS

Literature Review and
Synthesis

Research for
Advanced Practice
Nurses

By Buchholz Susan Weber

By Staffileno Beth A.

SPRINGER PUBLISHING COMPANY

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

NEW

This innovative text helps nursing students and working
nurses to master the essential skill of synthesizing diverse
forms of literature to inform research, practice, and policy in
Nursing and the Health Science disciplines. Focusing on the
significance of synthesis as a critical component of the
literature review process.

The fourth edition of this award-winning text - written
specifically for Advanced Practice Registered Nurses
(APRN) and students devoted to scholarly
investigation - describes essential ways to implement
Evidence-Based Practice (EBP) and quality
improvement skills into practical application.

AUD RRP: $104.00
Release Date: 26/06/2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $141.00
Release Date: 03/05/2021
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9780826152138
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 300

ISBN-13: 9780826151322
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 432

Comprehensive
Systematic Review for
Advanced Practice
Nursing 3/e

Pain-Free Writing
for Nurses

By Holly Cheryl

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

By Joseph Perazzo &
Robert Topp

SPRINGER PUBLISHING COMPANY

With a strategic focus on the search process and assessing the
quality of the evidence, this text presents, clearly and
comprehensively, all the knowledge and skills necessary to
conduct a foundational comprehensive systematic review in
eight concrete steps.

Reading this book will make you a more effective,
prolific author of scholarship. Coverage includes an
explanation of why it is important to write; the unique
but basic structure of scholarly writing; annotated
examples you can use to write scholarly documents.

AUD RRP: $141.00
Release Date: 26/07/2021
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

AUD RRP: $62.99
Release Date: 29/08/2019
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9780826152251
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 512

ISBN-13: 9780826139870
Discount: Text
Size: 250 X 175
Pages: 272
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